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17 May 2022 

 

Year 11 Examinations & School Calendar for the summer term  

Dear Parents/Carers/Students  

Today, sees the first whole cohort examination for our Year 11 cohort and the beginning 
of the first formal examination series for 3 years. I am writing to inform you of important 
information and arrangements for our Year 11 cohort during this summer’s examination 
season and their remaining time in Key Stage 4.  

Please find the summer term calendar detailing key important information for each of the 
remaining days in Year 11. 

Following this there is a key summary of examination conduct and some brief details 
regarding the continuing support for Year 11. Obviously, this is an important and 
potentially stressful time for our students. It will require focus and determination to 
succeed as well as all our support.  

Some key points are: 

• Normal Year 11 timetable and attendance continues each day until 15 June. 

• When not in an examination, students attend normal lessons and continue to 
revise for those subjects still to complete examinations.  

• For the few subjects that do complete, students may revise other subjects most 
relevant to them as we progress through the examination season. 

• Students should attend registration at the beginning of each day to gain their 
attendance mark. 

• Before school (from 0715) provision for study takes place in the dining hall each 
morning and after school provision continues with certain subjects each day. 

• Morning examinations start at 0900 and afternoon examinations at 1330. 

• School lunch break has moved to between Periods 3 & 4 from 1220 to 1300 for 
the examination season to facilitate the prompt start of afternoon examinations. 

• If, when sitting an afternoon examination, it finishes after 1415 but before the end 
of the school day at 1500, students not staying for revision sessions after school will be 
escorted off site and dismissed. All students not in an examination will remain in their 
lessons until the end of the school day. 
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• Students should attend both examinations and lessons in full school uniform. 
Failure to do so may result in alternative examination arrangements being necessary. 

• Please consult students’ individual Examination Timetables for dates/times.  

 

We wish the students all the very best of luck over the coming weeks.  

Yours sincerely,   

 

   

 

Dr Adam Hadley  

Assistant Head for KS4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


